Splice junction mutations in a yeast tRNA gene which alter the rate and precision of processing.
We have introduced mutations into a tRNALeu3 gene which alter the intron boundaries and examined their effects on RNA splicing. Our results show that the 5'-proximal splice junction is not specified by the position of an adjacent base-paired stem present in all naturally occurring tRNA precursors. Also, efficient cleavage of 5'-splice junctions unique to these mutants, -CpU-, -UpA- and -UpG-, indicates the purine found at the 5'-side of this site in all natural precursors is dispensable. Some alterations of the sequence and structure at the 5'-proximal splice site reduce the rate of cleavage therein and result in accumulation of molecules composed of the 5'-half of the tRNA plus the intron. The precise position of the 5'-proximal cleavage site can vary +/- 1 base in these mutants. The 3'-proximal splice junction is rendered inactive by changing the prospective splice junction sequence from -ApC- to -CpC- and reducing the size of an unpaired loop at this site from six to two bases. Very small amounts of RNA composed of the 3'-half of the tRNA plus the intron accumulate from this precursor. We conclude that splice junction sequence and structure affect both the rate and precision of intervening sequence removal.